AC A DE MIC OV E R V IE W
An education as unique as you.
Our groundbreaking curriculum allows you to play a central role in
designing your education. You’ll ask a Question, which will steer your
final two years at Quest as you create a personalized academic program,
with guidance from your faculty mentor. In your final two years, you will

“Quest has figured
out how to offer
an education that
is relevant to the
times we live in.”
– L ARS L AICHTER ‘19

complete a Keystone Project that is focused on answering your Question.
This project is comparable to a undergraduate-level thesis.

OTHER ACADEMIC OPPORTUNITIES

“I searched all of the
world for something
different, and
I found Quest”
– DAN ELLIS ‘20

FIE LD S TUDIE S
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L A NGUAGE IMME RSION

learn about topics

choose from more

learn or improve your

in the field

than a dozen partner

language skills

schools worldwide

O U R P R O G R A M AT A G L A N C E

YEARS 1 AND 2

THE QUESTION

THE FOUNDATION PROGR A M

Your Question introduces a unique specialization to

Your first two years are focused on exploring

your education. In our entire history as a university,

foundational disciplines and the relationships

no two Questions have ever been the same! They

between them. You’ll strengthen your research and

can range from narrow to broad and are unique to

collaboration skills, and design a personal Question

each student.

to guide your studies.

YEARS 3 AND 4

THE KEYSTONE
Every Quest student completes a Keystone, which

THE CONCE NTR ATION PROGR A M

is our version of an undergraduate thesis. This is

Your faculty mentor will support you in your research,

the culmination of your degree and will reflect your

readings, and course choices for your third and

passion, research, skills, knowledge, and experience.

fourth years to help you build your personalized

Your Keystone will be unique to you, and can take

Quest degree. Based on your Question and the

many forms depending on your academic path such

topics you’re passionate about, the Concentration

as original research, multimedia projects, creative

Program is customized to your unique interests

portfolios, and more. All Keystones have a written

and aspirations.

and a presentation component.

